Some functions of primary auditory cortex in learning and memory formation.
In the primary auditory field AI of gerbil auditory cortex, aversive tone conditioning paradigms reshaped frequency receptive fields of single units and also changed the spatial representation of tones in fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FDG) experiments. As another aspect of learning-induced plasticity in gerbil AI, antibodies against the immediate early gene product c-Fos identified an unusual spatial pattern of neurons in terms of a "macrocolumn." The pattern resulted from repeated short exposure of the animals to a tone in a new environment. The search for transmitters that may mediate this gene activation is carried out by microdialysis through chronically implanted probes in auditory cortex. So far, dopamine transmission was found to reflect specific aspects of auditory learning in cortex. The results suggest that spectral features of sounds as well as aspects of learned behavioral meaning of the sounds may be represented in AI.